
Cansfield High School 

Curriculum Plan for Art and Design 2019-20 

 Autumn 1 Autumn 2 Spring 1 Spring 2 Summer 1 Summer 2 
Year 7 The Elephant Festival 

- Skills: Mark making; observational 
drawing; pattern; colour; 
composition; cultures 
- Outcome: A mixed media drawing / 
painting celebrating the cultural 
festivals of India. 

The Elephant Festival 
- Skills: Mark making; observational 
drawing; pattern; colour; 
composition; cultures 
- Outcome: A mixed media drawing / 
painting celebrating the cultural 
festivals of India. 

Sail Away 
- Skills: Painting; observational drawing; 
sculpture; type and image; range of 
artists 
- Outcome: A painted paper relief 
incorporating type and image. 

Sail Away 
- Skills: Painting; observational 
drawing; sculpture; type and image; 
range of artists 
- Outcome: A painted paper relief 
incorporating type and image. 

Wild Tapa 
- Skills: Mark making in sgraffito; 
observational drawing; pattern; 
colour; composition; cultures 
- Outcome: A pattern-based 
outcome in sgraffito based on Tapa 
and British Wild flora. 

Wild Tapa 
- Skills: Mark making in sgraffito; 
observational drawing; pattern; 
colour; composition; cultures 
- Outcome: A pattern-based 
outcome in sgraffito based on Tapa 
and British Wild flora. 

Year 8 Plastic Pollution 
- Skills: weaving; drawing; pattern; 
colour; composition; cultures 
- Outcome: A part woven, part 
painted outcome in plastic focusing 
on environmental issues. 

Plastic Pollution 
- Skills: weaving; drawing; pattern; 
colour; composition; cultures 
- Outcome: A part woven, part 
painted outcome in plastic focusing 
on environmental issues. 

Street Art  
- Skills: Mixed media; stencil; drawing; 
pattern; colour; composition; cultures - 
Outcome: A mini book of fold out Street 
Art imagery in a range of media and 
imagery. 

Street Art  
- Skills: Mixed media; stencil; drawing; 
pattern; colour; composition; cultures 
- Outcome: A mini book of fold out 
Street Art imagery in a range of media 
and imagery. 

Fantastic figures 
- Skills: observational drawing and 
collage meet in a celebration of 
figurative fantasy figures.  
- Outcome: A painted/ collaged 
outcome of surreal fantasy figures.  

Fantastic figures 
- Skills: observational drawing and 
collage meet in a celebration of 
figurative fantasy figures.  
- Outcome: A painted/ collaged 
outcome of surreal fantasy figures. 

Year 9 GCSE Skills Line 
- Skills: Observational drawing 
focusing on line is explored through a 
variety of appropriate media.  
- Outcome: A fold out series of 
drawings in a range of media, 
entitled Lines of Mountains.  

GCSE Skills colour 
- Skills: Observational drawing and 
painting with a focus on colour is 
explored through a variety of floral 
artists. 
- Outcome: A still-life floral painting 
celebrating colour, entitled Fantastic 
Floral.  

GCSE Skills Shape and form 
- Skills: Observational drawing focusing 
on the shape and form of pods and 
natural forms.  
- Outcome: A mixed media layered 
drawing focusing of the structural beauty 
of organic forms. 

GCSE Skills Tone 
- Skills: Observational drawing 
focusing on the tonal silhouettes of 
the human figure.  
- Outcome: A Conte crayon response 
responding to the human figure, 
entitled Tonally Trapped.  

GCSE Skills Texture 
- Skills: Ethnic signs, symbols and 
patterns are recorded through UV 
paint and photography.  
- Outcome: Textures are captured 
and developed using Ultra violet 
light in a project entitled UV Ethnic 
Hands. 

GCSE Skills Consolidation 
- Skills: All skills learnt throughout 
the year are brought together in a 
final celebration and consolidation 
of drawing. 
- Outcome: An independent pupil 
response, showing a culmination of 
skills, processes and technique. 

Year 10 
 

Bottle City 
- Skills: Observational bottle 
drawings, mixed media, drawing, 
pattern, colour; composition, artist 
exploration. 
Outcome: An A2 piece inspired on 
their chosen artist/artists  
Based on still life bottles and 
skylines. 

 Bottle City 
- Skills: Observational bottle 
drawings, mixed media, drawing, 
pattern, colour; composition, artist 
exploration. 
Outcome: An A2 piece inspired on 
their chosen artist/artists  
Based on still life bottles and 
skylines. 
 

Bottle City 
- Skills: Observational bottle drawings, 
mixed media, drawing, pattern, colour; 
composition, artist exploration. 
Outcome: An A2 piece inspired on their 
chosen artist/artists  
Based on still life bottles and skylines. 
 

Portrait Pieces 
- Skills: Mixed media; stencil; drawing; 
pattern; colour; composition; cultures 
Outcome: A three-part self-portrait 
composition inspired by the greats of 
portraiture 

Portrait Pieces 
- Skills: Mixed media; stencil; 
drawing; pattern; colour; 
composition; cultures 
Outcome: A three-part self-portrait 
composition inspired by the greats 
of portraiture 

Portrait Pieces 
- Skills: Mixed media; stencil; 
drawing; pattern; colour; 
composition; cultures 
Outcome: A three-part self-portrait 
composition inspired by the greats 
of portraiture 

Year 11 Bottle City 
- Skills: Observational bottle 
drawings, mixed media, drawing, 
pattern, colour; composition, artist 
exploration. 
Outcome: An A2 piece inspired on 
their chosen artist/artists  
Based on still life bottles and 
skylines. 
 

Bottle City 
- Skills: Observational bottle 
drawings, mixed media, drawing, 
pattern, colour; composition, artist 
exploration. 
Outcome: An A2 piece inspired on 
their chosen artist/artists  
Based on still life bottles and 
skylines. 

Externally set GCSE examination: 
Component 2 
 

Externally set GCSE examination: 
Component 2 
 

Externally set GCSE examination: 
Component 2 
 

Externally set GCSE examination: 
Component 2 
 

More information about the curriculum can be found at:  

Key Stage 3: https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/national-curriculum-in-england-art-and-design-programmes-of-study  

Key Stage 4: https://www.aqa.org.uk/subjects/art-and-design/gcse  


